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To explore the fracture mechanism of surrounding rock for thermal-mechanical coupling in deep mining, the theoretical solution
of the internal temperature and stress evolution of the underground chamber cold boundary subjected to cold impact was
obtained by thermoelastic theory. *e conduction law of temperature and the evolution characteristics of stress were studied by
theoretical formulas, and the influence of the convective heat transfer coefficient on the rate of tensile stress reduction was
analyzed. *e results show that the theoretical solution is in good agreement with the field measured value, which proves that the
theoretical calculation method adopted in this paper is reliable and accurate. When the surface of the underground chamber is
impacted by the change of temperature, the cold boundary temperature drops sharply at first, then gradually slows down, and
finally reaches the same temperature as the air; the tensile stress decreases sharply from the initial high-stress value, then gradually
decreases, and finally tends to be stable. *e effects of different convective heat transfer coefficients on the change of temperature
resistance of rocks were considered by numerical simulation.*e numerical simulation results show that increasing the convective
heat transfer coefficient not only increases the tensile stress of the heat transfer boundary but also increases the possibility of
cracks, which makes the rock easier to crack. Based on the research results, we introduced the thermal-mechanical coupling
disturbance range coefficient β� L/2D (β� 6–8) and proposed that the convective heat transfer coefficient is the reference index of
the deep mining support structure, which can provide a theoretical basis and technical support for the selection of
support materials.

1. Introduction

In situ stress is the natural stress existing in the stratum and
not disturbed by engineering. In deep mining, the sur-
rounding rock bears not only the in situ stress but also the
thermal stress caused by temperature change under the
condition of mine ventilation and cooling. Rock deforma-
tion caused by thermal stress will be constrained by in situ
stress, so in situ stress can be used as the boundary load of
the rock physical field. With the gradual development of
deep mining, thermal stress has become an increasingly

prominent problem, which poses a great threat to mine
production [1–3]. *ermal stress is a major factor leading to
rock fracture, and its fracture mechanism has received in-
creasing attention.*ermal stress can transform the fracture
structure of rock, which affects the physical and mechanical
properties of the rock mass. *is type of stress is not
conducive to the stability of mining and reduces the eco-
nomic benefits of the mine.

At present, many scholars have performed experimental
studies on the physical and mechanical properties of rock
under high-temperature conditions. Xia et al. [4, 5] used
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granite in the Gonghe Basin, Qinghai Province, to discuss
high-temperature thermal damage mechanics. *e experi-
mental results showed that the mechanical parameters of
granite change with temperature, and the rock changes from
brittleness to plasticity with increasing temperature. Chen
et al. [6] utilized Beishan granite as the study object and
carried out compression fracture and acoustic emission tests
of thermally damaged rock samples with different sizes and
confining pressures. *e results showed that the critical
brittle-ductile transition temperature of rock increases with
increasing aspect ratio and the existence of a confining
pressure effect can inhibit crack growth due to thermal
stress. Hu et al. [7] carried out temperature and stress cycling
tests on granite. *e results showed that the elastic modulus
of rock increases with the number of cycles, and it was
considered that the stability of rock under the condition of
deformation is more in line with the experimental law than
that under the condition of strength.

*e thermal stress is caused by an uneven expansion
force after high-temperature treatment, and a mechanical
effect also occurs when the rock is cooled rapidly after being
stabilized at a high temperature [8–12]. Zhu et al. [13]
concluded that the rock exhibited obvious plastic properties
at 300°C and produced a large number of cracks when cooled
by water at different temperatures. Wang et al. [14] con-
ducted cold and thermal shock experiments on raw coal
under four temperature difference conditions and found that
temperature shock promoted the initiation of cracks in the
coal body, and the cracks expanded and widened. Jin et al.
[15] selected granite treated by rapid cooling at 20°C–600°C
as a study object and carried out physical and mechanical
property tests after rapid cooling at different temperatures.
*e results showed that, with increasing temperature, the
tensile strength of granite decreased monotonically after
rapid cooling.

*e preliminary experimental results of rock thermal
cracking showed that thermal cracking can change the
microstructure of rock and increase the length and density of
the crack at the same time [16]. In the above tests, the rock
samples are mainly heated or cooled rapidly to generate
thermal stress, thus achieving the effect of thermal fracture.
In addition to the experimental study of rock samples, some
scholars believe that injecting low-temperature liquid into
the rock stratum will cause contraction of the rock stratum
and generate tensile stress, which is conducive to the
cracking of the reservoir [17–19]. *e fracture of materials
caused by cold shock at low temperature was widely used in
ceramic materials at first. In the study of the thermal shock
of rock, Bazant et al. [20] investigated the thermal shock of
dry granite by a numerical simulation method. *e exper-
iment above analyzed the evolution process of the physical
and mechanical properties of the rock cold impact process.
Furthermore, many scholars have performed theoretical
studies. Xu et al. [21] studied the thermoelastic-plastic
mechanical properties of rock under the action of high
temperature and high pressure and deduced the charac-
teristic constitutive equation of rock thermoelastic me-
chanics. Gong et al. [22] established a thermal-mechanical
coupled elastoplastic damage constitutive model for clay.

In addition to theoretical and experimental studies, in
actual geothermal exploitation projects, cold water is in-
jected into hot wells, the heat exchange between cold water
and hot rock will also have a strong temperature impact on
the hot rock, and the induced fractures will help to increase
the heat exchange channel and improve the heat recovery
efficiency [23]. In addition, cold water will also dash against
the geothermal well wall, resulting in the phenomenon of
well wall fracture and hole collapse, which affects the safe
application and economic benefits of geothermal wells [24].
In the process of deep mining, it is necessary to ventilate and
water the tunnel chamber, and the air, water, and high-
temperature surrounding rock will undergo a heat exchange,
which forms a change of temperature process during the
ventilation and watering processes. *e deformation of the
surrounding rock caused by the combined action of thermal
stress and the original rock stress of deep rock increases the
difficulty of mining.

*e Sanshandao gold mine is a coastal mine with a
mining depth greater than 1000m. With increasing mining
depth, the ground temperature, in situ stress state, and
geological conditions have become increasingly complex.
*erefore, the stress of the surrounding rock becomes in-
creasingly serious, and accidents such as deformation,
collapse, roof fall, and spalling of the surrounding rock
increase daily. To solve a series of problems of the sur-
rounding rock in deep mining, we utilized the coastal mine,
that is, Sanshandao gold mine, as the study object and
preliminarily discussed the law of thermal stress coupling
the environmental stress evolution of surrounding rock.

2. Thermal Stress and In Situ Stress
Characteristics of the Surrounding Rock

2.1. .eoretical Calculation Model of .ermal Stress. In the
process of high-temperature underground mining, the
temperature difference between the chamber and the sur-
rounding rock causes the cold boundary of the surrounding
rock to conduct heat. *e change in temperature causes the
expansion or contraction of the rock. However, the con-
straint between rock particles will limit the deformation
between particles, resulting in the formation of thermal
stress between particles. *e transient heat conduction
differential equation of a solid in a space coordinate system
can be expressed as follows [25]:
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where T is the instantaneous temperature of the rock at
time t; c is the thermal conductivity of the material; ρ is the
density of the material; c is the constant pressure heat
capacity of the rock; and x, y, and z are the spatial
coordinates.

To ensure the definite solution of the differential
equation of space heat conduction, it is necessary to know
the initial boundary conditions of the studied object,
which refers to the initial temperature distribution of the
object:
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T0(x, y, z) � f0(x, y, z), (2)

where T0 is the temperature distribution at the initial time
and f0 is the temperature distribution function, which is a
certain value.

*e temperature distribution function represents the
heat conduction and temperature change function at the
interface between the object and the outside world, and there
are three kinds of boundary conditions. *e chamber ex-
cavation studied in this paper is considered to be a solid-
liquid/gas heat exchange process, and the heat conduction of
the surrounding rock can be discussed as a two-dimensional
object. *erefore, Newton’s law of cooling is satisfied on the
contact boundary between solid and liquid/gas; that is,
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where Tf is the temperature of the chamber, zT/zn is the
temperature gradient of the surrounding rock, Δ is the
boundary that meets the temperature boundary conditions,
and H is the convection heat transfer coefficient of the
surrounding rock and chamber air.

It is important to determine the distribution of the
thermal field to obtain the stress distribution caused by the
interaction of temperature and external load. For the sur-
rounding rock of the circular arch chamber shown in Fig-
ure 1, if the chamber surface suffers a change of temperature,

then it can be simplified as a one-dimensional heat con-
duction problem. *e temperature distribution in the solid
can be obtained by solving the relevant mathematical
equations:
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where T(x,t) is the temperature distribution in the solid at
any time; T0(x) is the initial temperature distribution of the
solid; α� c/(ρ·C) is the thermal conductivity; and erfc(·) is
the Gaussian complementary error function; that is,
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If the temperature gradient and convective heat transfer
coefficient of the surrounding rock are changed, then the
internal thermal field and thermal stress will also be
changed. To study the influence of the convective heat
transfer coefficient on the thermal field, the temperature
distribution of the surrounding rock at any time is given by
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. (7)

It is assumed that the change of temperature boundary is
taken as the study object, and the surrounding rock is long
enough in the cold boundary, which belongs to the plane
stress problem. It can be seen from equation (6) that the
temperature changes only in the X direction, and the stress

produced will be mainly tensile in the Y direction. Assuming
that the cold boundary shown in Figure 1 is free, that is, there
is no restriction or external force, the thermal stress distri-
bution in the cold boundary at different times can be obtained
by solving the relevant thermoelastic mechanical equations:
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Figure 1: Model of the underground circular arch chamber.
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σy � −αET(x, t) +
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where σy is the stress in the Y direction generated by
temperature, α is the thermal expansion coefficient of the
surrounding rock, and E is the elastic modulus of the sur-
rounding rock.

When the temperature in the surrounding rock is evenly
distributed, that is, H � 0, no heat conduction occurs, and
there is no thermal stress in the plate. *en, it can be
observed that, in the initial state of the rock mass without
excavation, there is no thermal stress in the surrounding
rock because of the initial temperature of the uniform
distribution of the rock mass. When the high-temperature
rock mass is excavated, the temperature difference between
the surrounding rock and the chamber results in thermal
stress. Equation (8) is the temperature stress distribution
in the laboratory-scale model. Its main purpose is to better
analyze and understand the experimental results observed
in the laboratory. In practical engineering, it is necessary to
consider the temperature stress caused by the overall
deformation limitation in most cases. If the upper and
lower side constraints of the cold boundary of the model
shown in Figure 1, together with the internal constraints,
are equivalent to the constraint state of the actual for-
mation, then to estimate the temperature stress distribu-
tion, the two terms at the right end of equation (8) need to
be removed; that is, the distribution of the temperature
stress is σy � −αET(x, t). *e stress distribution of the
whole formation under the action of change of tempera-
ture thermal stress and original rock in situ stress can be
obtained by superimposing the thermal stress on the
original rock in situ stress field. Equation (8) shows that
the tensile stress in the Y direction is generated due to the
temperature gradient distribution in the surrounding rock
of the chamber, so it can be predicted that the top and
bottom plates are most likely to be damaged in the
chamber.

It can be seen from equations (7) and (8) that the dis-
tribution of temperature and stress caused by the excavation
of a high-temperature mine chamber is affected by many
parameters. In this paper, the corresponding stress sensi-
tivity analysis was carried out for different convective heat
transfer coefficients by changing the calculation radius and
temperature of the surrounding rock.

2.2. In Situ Stress Measurement of the Rock Mass. *e
measurement of in situ stress is a necessary prerequisite to
determine the stability of the surrounding rock and for the
numerical simulation of in situ stress. *erefore, it is vital to
master the latest in situ stress state of the deep original rock
and provide accurate stress environment conditions for the
stability analysis and support design of the surrounding rock
of the chamber. *e overall distribution law of in situ stress
in the deep part of themining area is determined through the
combination of field measurements and laboratory tests.
Accurate initial stress conditions for the simulation of the

cold impact of high-temperature surrounding rock can be
provided.

A roadway far away from the stope was selected for the in
situ stress measurement, and the size and direction of the in
situ stress were measured by the stress relief method of the
casing hole. *e process of in situ stress acquisition is shown
in Figure 2. After obtaining an in situ stress relief curve, an
indoor confining pressure calibration test was carried out for
the inclusion to obtain parameters such as the rock elastic
modulus and Poisson’s ratio [26]. *e value and direction of
the in situ stress at a depth of 960m were determined, as
shown in Table 1.

Combined with the in situ stress measurement results in
the shallow and deep parts of the Xishan mining area of the
gold mine, a regression analysis of the in situ stress field
model of the mining area was carried out [27]. *e data of
the in situ stress field at each level are summarized in Table 2.

*e distribution characteristics and linear fitting results
of in situ stress data in the Xishan mining area are presented
in Figure 3.

Regression equation (in situ stress field model) is as
follows:

σ1 � 0.04 D + 3.13,

σ2 � 0.03 D + 0.83,

σ3 � 0.03 D + 1.42,

(9)

where σ1 is the maximum horizontal principal stress, MPa;
σ3 is the minimum horizontal principal stress, MPa; σv is the
vertical principal stress, MPa; and D is the depth, m. *e
measurement of the magnitude and direction of in situ stress
can provide a real stress boundary condition for the thermal-
mechanical coupling of a 960m underground chamber rock
mass.

3. Numerical Calculation Model

3.1. Physical and Mechanical Parameters of the Surrounding
Rock. *e thermal field and stress field of the surrounding
rock in deep underground mines interact with each other.
Zhang et al. [28] proposed that the physical and mechanical
properties of rock changed with temperature. To ensure the
accuracy of the stress analysis results of the surrounding
rock, it is necessary to consider the influence of temperature
on the mechanical properties of rock. *e influence of
temperature on the thermodynamic properties of the con-
crete support structure is small, so this aspect is not con-
sidered in this paper.

First, the rock mechanical parameters were obtained
through the basic mechanical test. In the test, the rock
samples were taken from the granite at a depth of 960m in
the gold mine. *e main mineral components of the granite
were plagioclase, potash feldspar, quartz, and biotite, with
volume fractions of 44%, 20%, 32%, and 4%, respectively.
*e main mineral sizes varied from 2 to 4mm. *e rock
sample was processed into a cylinder with a size of
50mm× 100mm. *e mechanical parameters obtained
from the final test are shown in Table 3. Via uniaxial and
triaxial tests, Yang et al. [29] found that the strength and
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deformation properties of granite samples after high-tem-
perature treatment and real-time high-temperature treat-
ment were not significantly different at the same confining

pressure level, so the mechanical test of surrounding rock at
a depth of 960m did not need to be carried out under real-
time high-temperature conditions. According to the theory

Table 1: In situ stress measurement results at a depth of 960m.

Depth
(m)

Horizontal maximum principal stress σ1 Vertical principal stress σv Horizontal minimum principal stress σ3
Value
(MPa) Direction (°) Dip angle (°) Value

(MPa) Direction (°) Dip angle
(°)

Value
(MPa) Direction (°) Dip angle

(°)

960 41.63 145.30 −10.30 26.79 165.50 60.30 25.42 200.20 −6.21

Table 2: *e results of the in situ stress measurement at depths of 75–750m.

Depth
(m)

Horizontal maximum principal stress σ1 Vertical principal stress σv Horizontal minimum principal stress σ3
Value
(MPa) Direction (°) Dip angle (°) Value

(MPa) Direction (°) Dip angle (°) Value
(MPa) Direction (°) Dip angle (°)

75 6.01 288.50 −6.30 2.56 250.40 82.00 3.81 198.00 −4.90
150 7.73 280.90 −5.20 4.50 27.70 72.50 5.48 9.40 16.60
420 19.27 284.10 −21.30 10.88 134.4 −65.70 11.05 18.50 −11.10
420 19.39 120.40 −14.90 10.92 169.20 68.10 9.44 34.70 15.80
510 24.55 129.00 4.00 14.49 133.00 −85.00 16.35 222.00 2.00
510 24.64 249.00 3.00 15.68 155.00 82.00 15.02 161.00 −10.00
555 25.71 315.00 −13.00 14.00 14.00 73.00 13.00 50.00 −20.00
600 28.88 103.00 1.00 16.54 10.00 76.00 14.77 13.00 −8.00
600 30.17 110.00 −16.00 16.94 236.00 −70.00 18.83 24.00 −11.00
645 29.57 112.00 −3.00 19.56 1.00 −80.00 15.48 204.00 −9.00
690 31.50 280.00 2.00 19.08 230.00 −79.00 17.54 10.00 −10.00
690 29.77 277.00 4.00 20.84 352.00 −74.00 19.63 8.00 15.00
750 32.78 105.60 −0.59 19.60 18.70 79.20 16.68 15.50 −10.80
750 33.22 119.00 −10.00 19.93 271.00 −82.00 17.10 208.00 −8.00
780 30.72 133.30 −14.90 18.09 149.70 74.50 26.41 224.40 −4.170
960 41.63 145.30 −10.30 26.79 165.50 60.30 25.42 200.20 −6.21
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Figure 2: Flowchart of in situ stress measurement.
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of rock thermodynamics and the physical and mechanical
characteristics of high-temperature rock, combined with
engineering measurements and the built-in material pa-
rameters of the COMSOL material library provided by the
literature [30], the physical and thermodynamic parameters
of the surrounding rock at a 960m depth, such as the
thermal expansion coefficient and the thermal conductivity
coefficient, were finally determined, as shown in Table 3.
Table 4 presents the mechanical parameters of granite at a
depth of 960m.

3.2. Numerical Calculation Model and Boundary Conditions.
Assuming that the effect of groundwater and the supporting
structure is not considered, a circular arch chamber
(D� 4m) at 960m depth was selected for analysis in this
paper. *e surrounding rock cavern was calculated by the
finite element method based on the rigid model. *e ex-
cavation and support of the tunnel were realized by the solid
heat transfer module and the solid mechanical module in the
finite element software. First, two solid mechanics modules
were established by using the finite element software
COMSOLMultiphysics 5.4. In the solid mechanical module,
the gravity load or body load was applied. At the same time,
the measured original rock in situ stress was applied to the
model in the form of a boundary load. Finally, the initial
stress field was balanced by calculation.

According to the field measurement data, the indoor
temperature of the chamber after ventilation is 30°C, and the

temperature of the bottom water channel is 5°C, so the
indoor simulation temperature is taken as 5°C, 10°C, 20°C,
and 30°C. *e deep temperature stability value of the sur-
rounding rock is taken as 60°C, 70°C, 80°C, and 90°C, and the
depth of the chamber is taken as 960m depth for the
simulation.

4. Results’ Analysis

4.1. Disturbance Range of Surrounding Rock under .ermal
Stress. In the mining process, the study of the loose zone of
surrounding rock can guide the design and construction of
underground engineering. For the stability of the sur-
rounding rock of the underground chamber, the thermal
stress will cause a certain range of damage to the sur-
rounding rock. *e underground chamber of a mine can be
regarded as an infinite or semi-infinite domain problem. In
the application of finite element numerical simulation, if the
calculation range is larger than the surrounding rock dis-
turbance range, then it can be regarded as a nonthermal
stress. For this problem, the calculation ranges of the sur-
rounding rock proposed by different scholars are different.
Referring to the influence of excavation on the rock stress,
Cai [31] proposed that, after the excavation of the chamber,
only the rock stress within 3–5 times the chamber width
from the excavation boundary would be affected, and the
excavation disturbance stress beyond the boundary could be
ignored. In the high-temperature environment, due to the
obvious temperature difference between the interior and

Table 3: *ermodynamic parameters of the surrounding rock.

Temperature
(°C)

Modulus of
elasticity (GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Coefficient of thermal
expansion (10−6°C)

Constant pressure heat
capacity J·(kg·°C)−1

*ermal conductivity
W·(m ∗ °C)−1

Density
(kg·m−3)

60

42.79 0.25

5.30 1102 3.22

268070 6.20 1114 3.16
80 7.50 1126 3.11
90 8.40 1138 3.06
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Figure 3: Linear fitting of σ1, σv, and σ3 with depth.
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exterior of the surrounding rock of the chamber, thermal
stress must also be caused by the temperature difference. It is
assumed that when the temperature difference is less than a
certain value, the thermal stress is ignored.*us, the thermal
stress of the surrounding rock exists in a certain range. In the
numerical analysis, it was assumed that the maximum side
length of the square with thermal stress is L.

In the simulation, the chamber width is 4m, L is taken as
12m, 20m, 24m, 30m, 36m, 40m, 48m, and 60m, and the
temperature evolution law of point “a” (Figure 1) at the
chamber arch waist is taken as the basis to determine L. For
the convenience of description, the temperature and Y di-
rection stress of point “a” are represented by Ta and Fa, and
the chamber temperature and initial surrounding rock
temperature are represented by Tc and Tg.

Figure 4 indicates that Ta increases linearly with in-
creasing Tc and Tg, and the larger L is, the lower Ta is, which
means that the larger L is, the smaller the temperature
gradient of the surrounding rock is. It can be seen from the
linear increasing slope that the change in Tg is more sen-
sitive to the increase in Ta. At the same time, it contributes
more to the temperature gradient of the surrounding rock;
therefore, the buried depth of the chamber is more im-
portant than the influence of the chamber temperature on
the thermal stress.

*e range of the temperature change caused by chamber
excavation is certain. If the calculation area of the sur-
rounding rock exceeds this range, then the temperature at
point “a” will not change. From equation (8), it can be seen
that the stress of point “a” in the Y direction also tends to be
stable. When the temperature and stress reach stable values,
the corresponding L is the reasonably calculated side length
of the surrounding rock. Assuming that, in the high-tem-
perature environment, the original temperature Tg of the
rock is 90°C and remains stable in an infinite range of the
same depth, the internal temperature Tc of the chamber is
taken as 5°C, 10°C, 20°C, and 30°C, and then Ta and Fa are
analyzed.

Figure 5 shows the values of Ta and Fa when L is 12m,
20m, 24m, 30m, 36m, 40m, 48m, and 60m. Figure 5(a)
shows that the declining process of Ta with L is mainly
divided into three stages: rapid decline stage, slow decline
stage, and stable stage. When L changes from 12m to
30m, Ta and Fa change rapidly, which shows that L has an
obvious influence on Ta and Fa at this stage. When L is
48m, Ta enters the stable stage and does not change. In
Figure 5(b), Fa gradually decreases with increasing L and
tends to be stable when L is 48m. *e reason is that when
L increases, the temperature gradient decreases and the
stress value decreases, which is consistent with the the-
oretical derivation. *erefore, L � 48m is taken as the side
length of the surrounding rock calculation area; that is,
the distance between the center of the chamber and
the surrounding rock boundary is 24m, and the

thermal-mechanical coupling disturbance range coeffi-
cient β� L/2D, where β is 6–8.

4.2. Analysis of the Surrounding Rock .ermal Field.
Combined with the theoretical analysis and numerical
simulation results of temperature and stress, the reasonable
calculation range of the surrounding rock is finally deter-
mined to be 48m× 48m under thermal-mechanical cou-
pling. Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution of the
rock mass (Figure 6(a)) and the temperature distribution of
different positions during the cold impact of the sur-
rounding rock (Tc � 30°C, Tg � 90°C) (Figure 6(b)). In the
early stage of the change of temperature, the temperature
rises first at the change of temperature boundary and forms a
temperature gradient, and at the same time, the temperature
rises slowly at a distance of 8m from the boundary. With
increasing distance, the high-temperature region gradually
forms outside. *e curve of the temperature change shows a
nonlinear increasing change, which means that the tem-
perature gradients in this direction are different. To learn the
change in the temperature gradient, Figure 7 was obtained
by taking the derivative of Figure 6(b). Figure 7 shows that
the temperature gradient in the same direction decreases
nonlinearly, and the closer the distance is to the cold
boundary, the greater the temperature gradient is. *e
temperature gradient can cause the deformation of the
surrounding rock to be uncoordinated and produce thermal
stress, and a change in the temperature gradient can cause a
change in the thermal stress, which also proves that the roof
and floor of the surrounding rock cold boundary are most
vulnerable to damage.

4.3. Stress Field Analysis of the Surrounding Rock. To study
the change in the stress field under thermal-mechanical
coupling in deep mining, field data acquisition was carried
out. *e chamber temperature was 29.6°C, which was
measured by a CWH600 infrared thermometer, and a ZLGH
borehole dynamometer was used to monitor the change rule
of the surrounding rock stress. *e monitoring position is
mainly located at positions #1 and #2 on both sides of the
chamber (Figure 1). A hand-held rock drill was used to drill
holes with a diameter of 42mm and a depth of 4m on the
sidewall. During the installation, the stress pillow was placed
horizontally, and a 5MPa stress was preloaded. *e GSJ-2A
detector and CWH600 infrared thermometer were used to
read and analyze the calculation value of stress and tem-
perature in the hole. *e data collection interval was 0.5
days.

*e numerical calculation results were compared with
the field measured data, and the results are shown in Fig-
ure 8. From the distribution of temperature and stress, the
theoretical solution is in good agreement with the field
measured value, which proves that the theoretical

Table 4: Mechanical parameters of granite at a depth of 960m.

Density (kg/m3) Bulk modulus (GPa) Shear modulus (GPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Cohesion (MPa) Friction angle (°)
2630 9.80 7.32 5.20 8.72 32.56
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calculation method adopted in this paper is reliable and
accurate. In Figure 8, regardless of the stress or temperature
change curve, the deformation trend of the measured data is
consistent with that of the simulated Tg � 60°C. It can be
concluded that the temperature of the formation at a depth
of 960m in the gold mine is approximately 60°C. Based on
this surrounding rock temperature, the stress evolution law
of the underground chamber under thermal-mechanical
coupling is discussed.

Figure 8 shows the temperature and stress evolution
results obtained by numerical simulation. *e process is
divided into three stages: initial stage (0–4 days), interme-
diate stage (4–8 days), and final stage (8–10 days).

Figure 8(a) demonstrates the temperature change curve
at different times during the cold impact process and de-
scribes the evolution process of the thermal field after
chamber excavation. In the early stage of the change of
temperature, the cold boundary first exhibits rapid cooling,
forming a temperature gradient, and at the same time, the
surrounding rock may be fractured randomly at the
boundary. With increasing cooling time, the low-temperature
area gradually transfers to the interior. In themiddle stage, the
cooling area moves inward further, and the cooling rate of the
cold boundary slows down. At the end of the model, the
cooling area covers the whole model, the temperature gra-
dient decreases, and the temperature no longer changes.
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Figure 4: Influence of the chamber and surrounding rock temperature on the temperature gradient: temperature effect of Tc on Ta (a) and
temperature effect of Tg on Ta (b).
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As illustrated in Figure 8(b), the stress distribution
evolution rule of change of temperature is as follows: in the
early stage of change of temperature, the higher tensile stress
at point “a” is only distributed in a small range near the
change of temperature boundary, and the model is in a state
of compressive stress. *is is because at the beginning of the
change of temperature, the temperature gradient is formed
rapidly on the cold boundary, and the surrounding rock of
the cold boundary is in a state of cold shrinkage, so it is
shown as a state of tensile stress. However, there is no
cooling in the initial stage of the internal model, and it is in a
high-temperature state, so the internal stress of the model is
compressive, and the stress is small. It can be seen from the
stress evolution process that the tensile stress at point “a”
decreases rapidly in a short period because the temperature
difference between point “a” and the chamber temperature
drops sharply, and the decrease in the temperature differ-
ence leads to a decrease in the tensile stress. When the initial
tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of the rock, the
surrounding rock begins to fracture; that is, cracks occur at
the cold boundary. It is assumed that cracks form near the
cold boundary, and the tensile stress is released, so the tensile
stress at the boundary will also drop sharply (Figure 8(b)).
However, point “a” is still in a state of tensile stress, and with
increasing time, the range of tensile stress also increases. In
the middle period of the change of temperature, the tem-
perature difference decreases gradually due to the expansion
of the temperature range. With increasing time, the tensile
stress of the outermost edge decreases sharply, the range of
the tensile stress area expands further inward, and the speed
of the tensile stress slows down. In the later stage of the
change of temperature, the temperature of point “a” almost
no longer changes, and the temperature difference tends to
be zero and finally forms a stable state.

*e results above show that the thermal field is closely
related to the change in the stress field and that the two
transfer to the surrounding rock in step. It can be concluded
that the temperature difference between the interior and
exterior of the surrounding rock causes the temperature
gradient of the surrounding rock, which results in thermal
stress. Under the action of thermal stress (tensile stress), if
the stress exceeds the tensile strength of the rock, then cracks
will form and develop.

5. Discussion

Reducing the heat exchange capacity at the cold boundary
can reduce the damage to the surrounding rock [16, 32]. Jin
[33] investigated the influence of flow velocity on the heat
transfer coefficient and discovered that these parameters had
a linear positive relationship. By controlling the convective
heat transfer coefficient, the heat exchange of the sur-
rounding rock can be reduced. Equations (3) and (8) discuss
the effect of the convective heat transfer coefficient on
temperature and stress and highlight the role of the con-
vective heat transfer coefficient in the thermal stress cal-
culation. By reducing the flow velocity and improving the
surface smoothness, the convective heat transfer coefficient
can be properly reduced to decrease the rock cracking

induced by thermal stress. Although the theoretical analysis
can reflect the relationship between relevant parameters, it is
difficult to use theoretical methods to obtain the influence of
different convective heat transfer coefficients on the stress
and temperature change trends. To obtain the effect of the
convective heat transfer coefficient on the stress change
characteristics, the numerical simulation study is continued
using the calculation model shown in Figure 1. *e results
indicate that the convective heat transfer coefficients (the
amount of heat per unit area exchanged with nearby rock
mass by convection in 1 s) are H� 200W/(m2·K), 2000W/
(m2·K), and 2000W/(m2·K), which are expressed by models
1, 2, and 3, respectively. *e surrounding rock temperature
is 60°C, while other parameters are the same as the model in
Figure 8. Figures 9 and 10 present the time-space evolution
process of stress calculated by numerical simulation using
different convective heat transfer coefficients. *e change of
temperature process occurs in three stages: fast, slow, and
stable.

Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the cold boundary
stress with different convective heat transfer coefficients,
which represents the change in stress over time. Generally,
the thermal stress of each convective heat transfer coefficient
is the tensile stress, indicating that the cold boundary
damage is controlled by the tensile stress. In the early stage of
the change of temperature, each model has a tensile stress at
the cold boundary. Model 1 has a small cooling range and a
minimum temperature gradient, so the maximum tensile
stress at point “a” is the minimum, and the model is not
fractured.*e temperature gradients of model 2 andmodel 3
are higher than that of model 2. *ere is a high maximum
tensile stress in the cold boundary. When the tensile stress is
greater than the tensile strength, the boundary of model B
and model C is fractured. In the slow stage, the cooling area
expands to the interior. As the cooling area expands, the
maximum tensile stress area transfers to the interior, as
shown in Figure 10. After model C experiences the maxi-
mum tensile stress, the tensile stress is greater than the
tensile strength. *en, cracks are formed in the surrounding
rock of model C, which leads to the release of the tensile
stress, so the tensile stress of model C is smaller than that of
model A and model B in the stable stage. Although the
maximum tensile stress of model B is less than that of model
C, cracks also form after going through the slow stage, and
the number of cracks is less than that of model C, so the
release of tensile stress is not obvious. In the final stable
stage, the tensile stress of model B is greater than that of
model C but less than that of model A.

*e results above show that the convective heat transfer
coefficient has an important influence on the initiation and
development of cracks. *e convective heat transfer coef-
ficient is too small to produce cracks on the cold boundary.
When the tensile stress is greater than the tensile strength,
crack initiation occurs. *e larger the convective heat
transfer coefficient is, the more the cracks develop, and the
stronger the fracturing effect is. In the third kind of tem-
perature boundary condition, the heat transfer of the cold
boundary increases with increasing convective heat transfer
coefficient, which causes the temperature gradient in the
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cooling zone to increase. *us, when the temperature stress
increases, the cracks more easily crack, and the number of
cracks is larger. To reduce the influence of thermal stress on
the chamber, it is suggested that the coefficient of convective
heat transfer should be taken as one of the evaluation indexes
of the support materials. *e reduction in the convective
heat transfer coefficient of the support material can ensure
not only the stability of the surrounding rock but also the
proper temperature of the working environment.

6. Conclusions

Based on the theory of thermal stress, the temperature and
stress field of the surrounding rock induced by temperature
change are studied by numerical simulation and field data.
*e following can be seen from the results:

(1) Based on the engineering background of coastal
mines, combined with the in situ stress data collected
in the field and the theoretical calculation of thermal
stress, the influence range of thermal-mechanical
coupling on the surrounding rock in the process of
deep mining is studied. By changing the calculated
side length and the surrounding rock temperature,
the coefficient of thermal-mechanical coupling dis-
turbance range β� L/2D, where β is 6–8.

(2) *e cold boundary of the underground chamber will
exchange heat with the high-temperature sur-
rounding rock, which will reduce the temperature
inside the rock, and the temperature drops the fastest
near the cold boundary and forms a higher tem-
perature gradient to generate great tensile stress. *e
tensile stress at the cold boundary decreases rapidly
first and then slowly, which shows a phenomenon of
maximum tensile stress lagging.

(3) *e convective heat transfer coefficient between the
underground chamber and the surrounding rock has
a significant effect on the temperature and stress
distribution in the rock. *e larger the convective
heat transfer coefficient is, the greater the temper-
ature gradient produced by heat conduction is and
the higher the corresponding thermal stress is. If the
convective heat transfer coefficient of high-temper-
ature rock and support structure is high, then it can
achieve a better change of temperature effect; while
the convective heat transfer coefficient of rock and
support structure is low, the change of temperature
effect is affected, which plays the role of protecting
the surrounding rock. To improve the role of the
supporting structure, it is necessary to further study
the convective heat transfer coefficient of the sup-
porting structure.

(4) When the surface of the underground chamber is
subjected to the change of temperature, the cold
boundary temperature first decreases sharply, then
gradually decreases, and finally reaches the same
temperature as the surrounding environment. *e
tensile stress decreases sharply from the initial high-
stress value, then gradually decreases, and finally
stabilizes [34].
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